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Day 1

A small message from those currently in Poland to let you know how we are getting on! Please share with all 

at school!

We arrived last night after a good journey and enjoyed relaxing in our apartments.

We got up early today and walked to the school. On arrival, we were given a tour of their school and enjoyed 

looking at their ERASMUS displays. The headteacher then welcomed us in a formal meeting before the 

children and some adults went to take part in a music lesson. We then played animal bingo before having a 

short break and experiencing a Polish lunch.

In the afternoon, we decorated a guitar in art before the children with Allison and Emma went to a disco. 

Natalija and I then learnt different methods to teach music and sound in their school training session.

We left the school, in search for some food. Kasia (a teacher from the school) then lead us to a restaurant to 

have dinner.

This evening we have been phoning parents and facetiming certain members of staff from RGW and RGE; 

Berni, Zoe and Miss Whiting. 

We now look forward to a good rest in preparation for our trip to the stadium and school planetarium 

tomorrow!

See you soon!

Sarah (+Emma/Natalija/Allison and everyone in Poland!)



More of day 1…..





More from Day 2…





More from day 3….



Day 4

Today we had a slightly longer time to get ourselves ready before heading to a local fitness playground where the 

children enjoyed exercising and playing. We then took a walk to meet the rest of the group to head to the Zoo. We 

were then all amazed walking around the Zoo and looking at all the different animals; like Giraffes, Elephants, 

Red pandas, Tigers etc. The children then enjoyed playing in the play area while the adults had a chance to catch 

their breath!

We then went to see some more animals before heading to the edge of the park to the cable cars. Everyone then had 

an incredible experience on the cable cars that travelled across the park. The views were amazing and we were able 

to point out to the children, all the different places we had been over the last few days. One of the best moments of 

our trip!

We then had a chance to have a quick change at the apartments before heading out to a farewell meal with the rest 

of the schools. All enjoyed a very traditional Polish meal and interacting with others from Poland, Lativa and 

Lithuania.

We now look forward to tomorrow where we have a farewell morning at school followed by some more exploring of 

Katowice!

From all in Poland!



More from day 4….. 





More from day 5… 




